11/24
Here we want to develop your intuition improvising, but you must know which scales you are going to use first, and practice the scales with the right hand in different ways, straight, in thirds, alternating notes, creating small themes, etc.
I will add a tutorial to illustrate this point.  Maybe I can find one on Youtube already made even if it is based on another tune.

10/20
Goal:  Record your playing along the app iRealPro.  Slowly is good so you have time to plan what you are going to play.
Structure:
1- theme
2- your composed improvisation
3- real improvisation
4- a second round of improvisation (optional)
5- theme

10/13
The best improvisation I have heard you play yet.  Very thoughtful, matching the chords with very interesting scales.  I am sure you are proud of it.
Next step is to practice and then record using  iRealPro
Send me a recording example of you playing along with the app, hopefully before next lesson.

10/6
Focus on using iRealPro for all tunes from this point on.
Theme, composed improv, real improv, theme.

9/22
Regarding "Beautiful Love" with scale suggestions file above:
The printed chord changes above the melody correspond to the original "Real Book" chord changes, while the red manuscript chords match the Petrucciani improvisation, which uses some chord substitutions that bring a more interesting color.

Therefore, the scale suggestions that I wrote next to the printed chords match those chords.
The scale suggestions I wrote next to the red chords match the red chords.

Which ones to use?  It is up to you if you decide to follow the original chart (printed chords) or if you like better the colors of the chord substitutions that Petrucciani makes in his version (red chords).  No right or wrong option there.

When in meas. 11 and 12 I wrote "same as m 1+2" is because the chord progression is identical to measures 1+2, therefore you would already know which scale to use.

Composed improvisation:
Your exercise was very good, it had interesting structural points that can still be filled with a few more notes.  Notice how at the lesson we filled them up by creating ladders, or scales that landed on the structural points you created.  Some of them are fine the way they are, you don't have to fill everything up.

Then you can learn your own exercise and play it to sound like a real improvisation.

iRealPro:
I would like you to explore again using this app, and get used to playing with a jazz rhythm section, so when classes take place in person again, I can recommend you for one of the school's adult jazz combo classes.  
Prepare the app, select a tempo that is slow for thoughtful practice and do several rounds:
1- theme
2- your composed improvisation
3- real improvisation
4- a second round of improvisation
5- theme

9/8
Composed improvisation:
We are going to restrict the total freedom of improvisation by keeping the choices to the scales and chord outlines marked on the chart to the right of this paragraph:
Send me a photo of your composed improvisation, learn it ahead of time and the goal is to play it so it sounds like an actual improvisation.
